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It is of great economic significance to optimize the total cost and improve the
performance of the supply chain. In this paper, we assume that the market
demand is random, and the seller and the buyer share information and make
decisions together. We analyze the optimal joint order quantity under probabilistic
demand and design the quantity discount model and profit distribution
mechanism. Under a certain quantity discount mechanism and profit
distribution strategy, both the seller and the buyer can reduce costs. The
quantity discount model and profit distribution mechanism designed require
supply chain members to share information. In order to protect the privacy of
members and improve the willingness of supply chain members to share
information, we designed a privacy protection joint ordering policy protocol
and privacy protection quantity discount policy based on Secure multiparty
computation technology. Then, the joint ordering strategy, the privacy-
preserving joint ordering strategy, and quantity discount protocol are
numerically simulated. The numerical simulation results show that the privacy-
preserving quantity discount coordination mechanism designed by us can reduce
the cost of supply chain members to varying degrees and effectively protect the
shared information of supply chain members. This work is helpful to the research
of cost optimization of the system in complex supply chain systems.
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1 Introduction

In the social economic network, it is of great economic significance to optimize the total
cost and improve the performance of the supply chain. Supply chain literature considers the
one-supplier, one-buyer system as the basic building block [1], and in the socio-economic
system, the seller can be a manufacturer or wholesaler, and the buyer can be a distributor
who faces random market demands. In the traditional mode, the buyer and the seller make
decentralized decisions, both based on maximizing their own interests. The buyer usually
chooses economic order quantity (EOQ) as his optimal order quantity, however, for the
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seller, the buyer’s order quantity is different each time, and the
buyer’s order time is also uncertain. In order to cope with the
uncertainty of order demand, the seller needs to maintain a high
inventory, therefore, will inevitably sell to the buyer at a higher price.
This leads to the overall high cost and low efficiency of the supply
chain system. The efficiency improvement of supply chain systems
has become a hot research topic.

The price discount strategy originated fromMonahan’s research
in 1984 [2]. He assumed that the market demand was constant and
had nothing to do with the product price, and the buyer’s order uses
a lot-for-lot model, finding that the seller can change the buyer’s
order quantity through price discounting strategies to increase
profits. Later, many scholars began to apply the price discount
strategy in the performance optimization of the supply chain system.
At first, scholars assumed that the market demand was constant, and
then progressed to the situation that the market demand was
random.

Many supply chain cost optimization strategies require supply
chain members to share information [3–7]. However, supply chain
members may use the shared private cost information [8]. This may
cause the supply chainmembers to lose their competitive advantages
and cause them many hidden dangers. For example, in a supply
chain cooperation system, the downstream enterprises providing
their own private information to the upper will enhance the
authority of the upper in the supply chain, making the
downstream enterprises at a disadvantage in the negotiations and
losing the profit advantage. Although information sharing is the key
to achieving enterprise cooperation, driven by the pursuit of
individual interests, enterprises may make individual optimal
choices that are contrary to the overall optimal. Even,
information leakage exists in the supply chain system [9], which
will lead to various fraud events, resulting in the loss of enterprise
funds.

Privacy information protection [10] and information security
[11] have been paid more and more attention, and its related
technologies have also been greatly developed, such as blockchain
technology [12, 13], secure multi-party computing, and so on.
Secure multiparty computation (SMC) originated from Yao
Qizhi’s millionaire problem in 1982 [14], and was discussed in
detail and systematically by Micali et al. [15]. SMC provides a
framework for computing partners, mainly studying how to
design secure computing contract functions without a trusted
third party. SMC has attracted researchers’ attention. Scholars
began to study the application of secure multi-party computing
to privacy protection in information-sharing scenarios.

In this paper, we are interested in themechanism of supply chain
coordination based on price discount and privacy protection in a
one-supplier-one-buyer system, and the reasons are, on one hand,
quantity discount mechanism for joint-ordering in a one-supplier-
one-buyer system has yet not been reported, on the other hand, the
privacy protection of information sharing in price discount
mechanism using SMC technology has not been studied. The
main contributions and significance of this paper are
summarized as follows:

1) In the classic one-supplier-one-buyer supply chain system, the
buyer’s order adopts the economic order quantity mode; the
buyer and seller make independent decisions, and the cost of the

overall supply chain system is high. We assume that the market
demand is random, and the seller and the buyer share
information and make decisions together like two
departments of the same company. We analyze the optimal
joint order quantity under probabilistic demand and design
the quantity discount model and profit distribution
mechanism. Under a certain quantity discount mechanism
and profit distribution strategy, both the seller and the buyer
can reduce costs.

2) The quantity discount model and profit distribution mechanism
designed require supply chain members to share information.
However, after all, the seller and the buyer are independent
companies. On one hand, they may not want the other party to
know their private information; On the other hand, even though
both parties are willing to share information, they are afraid to
share information because they are worried about the harm
caused by information leakage. In order to protect the privacy of
members and improve the willingness of supply chain members
to share information, we designed a privacy protection joint
ordering policy protocol and privacy protection quantity
discount policy based on SMC technology. It is implemented
without using intermediaries and does not disclose the private
information of members. Then, the joint ordering strategy, the
privacy-preserving joint ordering strategy and the quantity
discount protocol are numerically simulated. The numerical
simulation results show that the privacy-preserving quantity
discount coordination mechanism designed by us can reduce
the cost of supply chain members to varying degrees and
effectively protect the shared information of supply chain
members.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces
the work of other researchers related to this paper; Section 3
describes the basic model based on EOQ; In section 4, We
designed the improved model based on price discount and
quantity coordination; We designed a privacy protection joint
ordering policy protocol and privacy protection quantity discount
policy based on SMC technology in Section 5; some simulations are
performed to validate the effectiveness and feasibility of the
proposed mechanism of supply chain coordination based on
price discount and privacy protection in Sections 6, 7 is
conclusion and discussion. The construction of the basic sub-
protocol oblivious transfer (OT) and the content of the privacy
protocol are introduced in Supplementary Appendix S1–S4, where
Supplementary Appendix S1 (protocol 1: an oblivious transfer
protocol) and Supplementary Appendix S2 (protocol 2: a secure
two-party real product protocol) are the basic protocols of
cryptography and are the basis for constructing Supplementary
Appendix S3, S4.

2 Related work

2.1 Economic order quantity

In a supply chain system, in the order decision of the seller, how
to determine the quantity of raw materials ordered for the
production of certain products is a difficult problem; which batch
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can obtain the best investment benefit is an important issue.
Economic order quantity (EOQ) balances the purchase cost and
storage cost accounting, which achieves the best order quantity with
the lowest total inventory cost. Mokhtari [16] presented an EOQ
model to optimize the total system cost. In the context of uncertain
demands, Braglia et al. [17] studied the stochastic periodic-review
joint replenishment problem (JRP). Tayebi et al. [18] formulated the
joint order (1, T) policy with Poisson demands while ensuring
reduced supply chain costs. Güler et al. [19] considered the JRP
when the holding cost rate and demand rate are private information
and presented a mechanism to allocate costs in the JRP. That
quantity coordination strategy can improve the supply chain
performance of traditional decentralized system.

2.2 Price discount policy

In the 1990s, scholars began to use quantity-based price discount
strategy to achieve supply chain coordination [20–22]. Weng [20]
assumed that demand is elastic and affected by price, and found that
quantity discount can effectively stimulate the increase of market
demand and ensure Pareto Optimality. Under the condition of price
elasticity of demand, Gao et al. [21] studied the problem of
determining price discount in a supply chain contract composed
of one buyer and one seller. Munson et al. [22] studied the overall
profit maximization problem of the three-level chain (supplier-
manufacturer-retailer) supply chain system. These studies assume
that market demand is a constant or a decreasing function of
product price. Some scholars further assume that market demand
is a random variable, and study the cost optimization problem of
supply chain system [23].

2.3 Secure multiparty computing

The research of SMC is mainly aimed at how to calculate a
contract function safely without a trusted third party, which is the
password basis for many applications [15] such as electronic voting,
threshold signatures, and electronic auctions. The application of
SMC is a possible mean to solve private information preserving
problems [24], which has now become a subfield of
cryptography [25].

Scholars began to study the application of SMC in the supply
chain system. Atallah et al. [26] proposed the secure supply chain
collaboration (SSCC) protocol for capacity allocation while
preserving parties’ private information. Clifton et al. [27]
proposed a secure protocol for swapping loads while preserving
trucking companies’ private information, but they did not explicitly
consider benefit sharing. Xie et al. [28] addressed SMC in the context
of joint ordering under deterministic demand to minimize total
supply chain expected costs. Pibernik et al. [29] described a privacy-
preserving protocol for determining the EOQ with stochastic benefit
sharing under deterministic demand with any private (cost and
capacity) information preservation. Yang et al. [30] proposed a
blockchain-based secure multi-party computation architecture for
data sharing. Wang et al. [31] explored a novel approach to support
energy storage sharing with privacy protection, based on privacy-
preserving blockchain and secure multi-party computation.

2.4 Oblivious transfer protocol

The oblivious transfer (OT) protocol is a basic protocol in
cryptography that enables the receiver of a service to obtain
messages input by the sender of the service inadvertently, thus
protecting the privacy of the receiver from the sender. Long et al.
[32] proposed a privacy protection method based on server-assisted
reverse oblivious transfer, which includes the protocol of a cloud
server and can calculate the result of encrypting the sensing data to
avoid fully trusting the sensing platform.Wang et al. [33] proposed a
casual transmission protocol and a private set intersection protocol
to protect the privacy of users. Based on smart contracts and OT, Li
et al. [34] proposed a privacy-preserving big data exchange scheme
that allows buyers and sellers to complete transactions
independently and fairly without involving any third-party
middleman.

3 Basic model based on EOQ

The classical EOQ model was created by Harris [35]. Based on
the assumptions of the classical model, the basic model assumptions
in this study are as follows:

a. The research object of this study is a two-level supply chain, and
the current status of the supply chain is assumed to be
balanced [36].

b. The seller makes the product, and the unit production cost is
constant.

c. The supply capacity of the seller is much greater than the demand
of the buyer, so the out-of-stock cost can be ignored.

d. When the market demand tends to be stable, the demand follows
the normal distribution, and the buyer’s demand expectation isD.

e. The buyer is a price taker in a free competitive market, and he can
accept the shortage in the market. The buyer uses EOQ to
determine the quantity of each purchase, and its ordering
strategy uses (s, Q) strategy.

f. The seller’s unit order preparation cost consists of two parts: the
order processing cost and the production preparation cost.

g. The lead time of the buyer’s order is constant.

The notations adopted in this paper are presented in Table 1.
According to the previous assumption, the buyer’s order lead

time is constant, so the demand in the lead time is only related to the
demand quantity. Assuming that the buyer’s order amount isQ each
time and the product price given by the seller is w, the buyer’s total
annual cost is:

TCb Q,w( ) � wD + SbD

Q
+ Q

2
+ kδ( )hb + BbδG k( )D/Q (1)

where wD is the acquisition cost, SbDQ is the ordering cost, (Q2 + kδ)hb
is the inventory holding cost, and BbδG(k)D/Q is the expected
penalty and opportunity cost.

In Formula 1, δG(k) represents the expected shortages [37]:

G k( ) � ∫∞

k
u − k( ) 1���

2π
√ exp −u

2

2
( )du (2)
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In Formula 2, G(k) represents the distribution function of
standard normal variables.

According to Formula 1, the optimal order quantity of the buyer
can be obtained:

Q* �
������������������
2D Sb + BbδG k( )[ ]/hb√

(3)

So, the buyer’s total annual cost is:

TCb Q*, w( ) � wD + kδhb +
������������������
2D Sb + BbδG k( )[ ]/hb√

(4)

Then, the cost of the seller needed to be studied. We have
assumed that the buyer’s order amount is Q each time. When the
buyer’s annual demand isD, the buyer needs to orderD/Q times in a
year. So the buyer needs to place an order with the seller every
Q*365/D days. For such order flow, the seller’s production quantity
should be a multiple of the buyer’s order quantity within 1 year. In
order to facilitate the account, we define the total cost of the seller as
the sum of the cost of production, the fixed cost, and the inventory
holding cost minus the sales return. Therefore, the total annual cost
of the seller is expressed as:

TCs Q,w( ) � CD + hsQ

2
+ SsD

Q
− wD (5)

LetQ*
s be the order quantity that the seller expects from the buyer to

minimize the seller’s cost. We can get Q*
s �

�������
2SsD/hs

√
. By substituting

Q*
s into (5), we can infer the annual total cost of the seller.

TCs Q*
s, w( ) � C − w( )D + ������

2hsSsD
√

(6)
When the buyer adopts EOQ ordering mode, the Seller’s cost is

as follows: [by substituting Q* into (5)]

TCs Q*, w( ) � C − w( )D

+ Ss
Sb + BbδG k( )[ ] + hs/hb( ) ������������������

D Sb + BbδG k( )[ ]hb/2√
(7)

Comparing Formulas 6, 7, we can find that
TCs(Q*, w)≥TCs(Q*

s, w), and the equation is established when
Ss

[Sb+BbδG(k)] � hs/hb.

4 The improved model based on price
discount and quantity coordination

According to the basic model, in the case of decentralized
decision-making, each member of the supply chain system makes
decisions from the perspective of maximizing their own interests,
and the strategies of the buyer and the seller are prone to conflict,
resulting in high transaction costs for each member.

If the seller and buyer in the system can cooperate, share information
with each other, and make joint decisions together, just like two
departments in the same large company, their respective costs may be
reduced in this case. Based on this idea, we first study the optimal joint
order quantity of seller and buyer under probabilistic demand, and then
design the quantity discount and profit distribution mechanism.

4.1 Optimal joint-ordering quantity under
probabilistic demand

When the seller and the buyer share information and make joint
decisions, the overall cost of the system should be the sum of the
costs of the seller and the buyer. We use TC to express the joint cost.

TABLE 1 Parameter definitions.

Parameter Meaning of parameter

D The buyer’s expected demand

Bb The buyer’s unit shortage cost

Sb The buyer’s ordering setup cost

K The buyer’s safety factors in the (S, Q) policy

δ Standard deviation of demand during lead time

w The seller’s wholesale price before applying the discount

α The proportion obtained by the buyer when allocate the cost saved through coordination between the buyer and the seller

w1 The seller’s wholesale price after applying the discount

hs The seller’s holding cost

Ss The seller’s ordering setup cost

C The seller’s production cost

Q* The optimal order quantity of buyer when seller and buyer make decentralized decision

Qj The buyer’s order quantity when the joint cost is the lowest

D The buyer’s expected demand for the product

hb The buyer’s unit holding cost for the product

TC The joint cost of supply chain system when the seller and the buyer make joint decision
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The buyer’s cost is shown in Formula 1, and the seller’s cost is
shown in Formula 5, TC � TCb(Q,w) + TCs(Q,w), so we can
obtain:

TC � Sb + Ss + BbδLG k( )[ ]D
Q

+ hb + hs( )Q
2

+ hbkδ + CD (8)

When the joint cost TC takes the minimum value, that is,
calculate the first derivative of TC, the order quantity Qj of the
buyer can be calculated:

Qj �
���������������������������
2D Sb + Ss + BbδG k( )[ ]/ hb + hs( )

√
(9)

Now, the minimum annul joint cost TC(Qj) of the system is as
follows:

TC Qj( ) � ��������������������������
2D hb + hs( ) Sb + Ss + BbδG k( )[ ]√ + hbkδ + CD (10)

When the seller and the buyer make decentralized decision, the
buyer’s total annual cost is TCb(Q*, w) (Formula 4), and the seller’s
total annual cost is TCs(Q*, w) (Formula 7), then, the sum of the
total annual costs of the seller and the buyer is TC(Q*) �
TCb(Q*, w) + TCs(Q*, w).

Comparing the expressions TC(Q*) andTC(Qj), it is easy to get
TC Q*( )≥TC Qj( ) (11)

That is to say, when the buyer orders with the order quantity T
under the joint decision, the overall cost of the supply chain system
is less than the sum of the respective costs under the decentralized
decision of the buyer and the seller. However, for the buyer, when he
chooses the order quantity Qj of joint decision rather than the
optimal order quantity Q* of decentralized decision, his cost will
increase, as TCb(Q*, w)≤TCb(Qj, w). Therefore, the buyer is
unwilling to use the order quantity of joint strategy.

The reason for this situation is that under the joint strategy, the cost
reduced by the seller is greater than the cost increased by the buyer, that
is TCs(Qj,w) − TCs(Q*, w)<TCb(Q*, w) − TCb(Qj,w).

In order to encourage the buyer to increase the order quantity of
independent decision to the order quantity of joint decision, the
seller needs to provide price discount to compensate the buyer for
the increased cost. Suppose that the price provided by the seller to
the buyer decreases from w to w1, and at the same time he requires
the buyer to increase the order quantity from Q* to Q′. Then, only
when the cost of the buyer is lower than the cost without price
discount will he accept the price discount strategy. Therefore, there
is the following constraint:

TCb Q′, w1( )≤TCb Q*, w( ) (12)
Formula 12 can be converted to:

wD − Sb
D

Q′ −
D

Q*
( ) − Q′

2
− Q*

2
( )hb − BbδG k( ) D

Q′ −
D

Q*
( )≥w1D

(13)
Then, we can infer that under the price discount strategy, the

seller’s wholesale price w1 has a maximum value.

w1
max � w − hb Q′ − Q*( )

2
+ Sb + BbδG k( )[ ] D

Q′ −
D

Q*
( ){ }/D

(14)

Similarly, for the seller, he hopes that after implementing the
price discount strategy, his cost cannot increase, that is, the following
condition should be met:

TCs Q′, w1( )≤TCs Q*, w( ) (15)
Formula 15 can be rewritten as

hs Q′ − Q*( )
2

+ Ss
D

Q′ −
D

Q*
( ) + wD≤w1D (16)

Then, we can infer that under the price discount strategy, the
seller’s wholesale price w1 has a minimum value.

w1
min � w − Ss

D

Q*
− D

Q′( ) − hs Q′ − Q*( )
2

[ ]/D (17)

Now, the optimal joint order quantity can benefit both the buyer
and the seller without increasing the cost of either party.

We have the following proposition that describes the amount of
cost saved:

Proposition 1. Under the joint strategy, the supply chain cost is
TC(Qj), and under the decentralized decision, the supply chain cost
is TC(Q*), which satisfies:

TC Q*( ) − TC Qj( ) � D × w1
max − w1

min( ) (18)

4.2 Profit distribution and quantity discounts
design

According to the previous proposition, when the seller and the buyer
adopt a joint strategy, the overall cost saved by the supply chain system is
D(w1

max − w1
min). In order to promote cooperation between the seller

and the buyer, it is necessary to ensure that their respective costs under
the joint strategy are lower than those of the previous independent
decisions. Therefore, after the cooperation between the seller and the
buyer, it is necessary to reasonably allocate the overall saved cost of the
supply chain system to the seller and the buyer.

So we design such an implementation strategy, allocate the cost
saved by the whole supply chain system, the proportion obtained by
the buyer is α, and the proportion obtained by the seller is 1 − α.
Here, α ∈ (0, 1) is a random number, named coordination factor. In
fact, α means the allocation of the saved costs. If the buyer in the
supply chain is stronger than the seller, for example, the buyer has
the right to speak and decide, the buyer will save more costs, α will
increase and be close to 1.

The cost savings allocated to the buyer is αD(w1
max − w1

min), and
the cost savings allocated to the seller is (1 − α)D(w1

max − w1
min). The

implementation strategy can be expressed by the following proposition:

Proposition 2.To encourage the buyer to increase the independent
decision-making order quantity to equal the joint order quantity Qj,
the seller changes the sales price from w to w1, and the quantity
discount provided by the seller can be expressed as

w1 � w1
max − α w1

max − w1
min( ) (19)

Where w1
max and w1

min are given in Eqs 14, 17.
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5 Joint ordering strategy and quantity
discount design with privacy protection

We assume that the seller and the buyer share information and
make decisions together like two departments of the same company.
Under a certain quantity discount mechanism and profit
distribution strategy, both the seller and the buyer can reduce
costs. However, after all, the seller and the buyer are independent
companies. On one hand, theymay not want the other party to know
their private information; On the other hand, even though both
parties are willing to share information, they are afraid to share
information because they are worried about the harm caused by
information leakage. Therefore, a mechanism is needed to realize
secure information sharing. In this section, we apply SMC protocols
to joint ordering policy and quantity discount design with privacy
protection under probabilistic demand.

5.1 Privacy preserving joint-ordering policy
protocols

To calculate the minimum joint cost under the joint ordering
strategy, the buyer and the seller need to provide the total annual
cost when making independent decisions. Therefore, the
information that both parties need to provide and obtain is as
follows:

5.1.1 Inputs
The buyer supplies TCb(Q,w) � wD +SbD

Q + (Q2 + kδ)hb+
BbδG(k)D/Q, where Sb, hb, k, Bb, δ, and G(k) are the buyer’s
private (cost and capacity) information.

The seller supplies TCs(Q,w) � CD + hsQ
2 + SsD

Q − wD,where hs,
Ss, and C are the seller’s private (cost and capacity) information.

5.1.2 Outputs
The partners learn Qj � ���������������������������

2D[Sb + Ss + BbδG(k)]/(hb + hs)
√

with any private (cost and capacity) information preservation.

5.1.3 Assumptions
The formula Qj � ���������������������������

2D[Sb + Ss + BbδG(k)]/(hb + hs)
√

is public
information.

Therefore, the buyer and seller’s goals are to compute the
formula for Qj while preserving their private information.

In computer science, formulas are often represented by circuits.
So, we construct a circuit for the computation of Qj, which is
displayed in Figure 1.

In Figure 1, in the circuit, on the top, the red values denote the
private part of the seller’s input, and on the left, the red values denote
those of the buyer.

5.1.4 Protocol steps
The buyer holds two values (hb, Sb + BbδG(k)), and the seller

holds two values (hs, Ss).
The common goal is to compute [Sb + Ss + BbδG(k)]/(hb + hs)

because 2D is public information.
Step 1 The buyer generates U1 (random number), and the seller
generates U2 (random number).

Step 2 The buyer and the seller use Secure two-party add-product
protocol (Supplementary Appendix S3), the buyer obtains d1, and
the seller obtains d2, where d1 + d2 � (U1 + U2)(Sb + BbδG(k) +
Ss) × 2D.
Step 3 The buyer and the seller use secure two-party add-product
protocol, which are as follows:

Inputs: the buyer has two reals (x1, y1), and the seller has two
reals (x2, y2).

Outputs: the buyer obtains r1, and the seller obtains r2, where
r1 + r2 � (x1 + x2)(y1 + y2).

The detailed demonstration process is in Supplementary
Appendix S3.

The buyer receives n1, and the seller receives n2, where n1 +
n2 � (U1 + U2)(hb + hs).
Step 4 The buyer sends n1 to the seller, the seller computes
n � n1 + n2, and the seller sends n to the buyer.
Step 5 The buyer and the seller independently compute
s1 � d1

n , s2 � d2
n , and s1, s2 obey the equation:

s1 + s2 � d1 + d2

n1 + n2
� Sb + BbδG k( ) + Ss( ) × 2D/ hb + hs( ) � Qj( )2

5.1.5 Analysis of the protocol
• Information disclosure:

The security in the second (third) step is guaranteed by
secure two-party add-product protocol (Supplementary
Appendix S3). The independent computation in the 5th step
is private. Next, the security of computation in the 4th step is
discussed.

The buyer and the seller know the following equation:

d1 + d2 � U1 + U2( ) Sb + BbδG k( ) + Ss( ) × 2D (20)
n � n1 + n2 � U1 + U2( ) hb + hs( ) (21)

For the buyer (the seller), there are 5 unknown reals: d2, U2, n2,
hs, Ss(d1, U1, n1, hb, Sb + BbδG(k)). Neither party can know the
secret input of another participant.

FIGURE 1
Circuit for computation of privacy preserving joint-ordering.
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• Computational complexity:

The protocol used two times Secure two-party add-product
protocol (Supplementary Appendix S3).

• Communication complexity:

The protocol only requires communication between the buyer
and the seller; both sides know the value of Qj.

5.2 Privacy preserving quantity discounts
design

To implement the quantity discount, that is, to let the seller
adjust the sales price from w to w1, the buyer and the seller need to
provide the total annual cost when making their own decisions, and
then inform both parties of the quantity discount information w1,
which are as follows:

5.2.1 Inputs
The buyer supplies TCb(Q,w) � wD + SbD

Q + (Q2 + kδ)hb+
BbδG(k)D/Q,where Sb, hb, k, Bb, δ, and G(k) are the buyer’s
private information.

The seller supplies TCs(Q,w) � CD + hsQ
2 + SsD

Q − wD,where hs,
Ss, and C are the private information of the seller.

Coordination factor α, where α ∈ (0, 1) is a random number,
which is determined by the bargaining power of both sides, the seller
generates a random number α.

5.2.2 Outputs
The seller and buyer learn the quantity discount w1 while

preserving their private information.

5.2.3 Assumptions
The seller and the buyer’s goal is to compute w1 with stochastic

quantity discounts because Qj is public information.
We reformulate the stochastic quantity discounts to w1 �

w1
max − α(w1

max − w1
min),where α ∈ (0, 1) is a random number.

qw1
max � w − hb Q′ − Q*( )

2
+ Sb + BbδG k( )[ ] D

Q′ −
D

Q*
( ){ } ÷ D

w1
min � w − Ss

D

Q*
− D

Q′( ) − hs Q′ − Q*( )
2

[ ] ÷ D

∴w1 � w1
max − α w1

max − w1
min( )

� w1
max − α w1

max − w( ) − α ×
Ss
Q*

− α ×
hsQ*
2D

+ α ×
Ss
Q′ + hsQ′/2D( )

Therefore, w1 is only a function that requires inputs
(w1

max, w1
max − w, 1

Q*, Q*) from the buyer and
(−α,−α × Ss,−α × hs

2D, α × (Ss
Q′ + hsQ′/2D)) from the seller.

Because w and Qj (public information) are known to the buyer,
then the buyer can dependably compute (w1

max,w1
max − w, 1

Q*, Q*).

Because α is a random number, that is, in contrast, determined
by the bargaining power of both sides, the seller generates a random
number α.

The seller can compute (−α,−α × Ss,−α × hs
2D, α × (Ss

Q′ + hsQ′
2D )).

Where,
w1

max − α(w1
max − w) − α × Ss

Q* − α × hsQ*
2D + α × (Ss

Q′ + hsQ′
2D )

� w1
max, w1

max − w,
1
Q*

, Q*, 1( ) × (1,−α,−α × Ss,−α ×
hs
2D

, α

×
Ss
Q′ + hsQ′/2D( ))

The flowchart of privacy preserving quantity discounts design is
shown in Figure 2.

In Figure 2, the buyer independently computes vector X, and the
seller independently computes vector Y based on Qj and α. The red
values denote the private information of the buyer and the seller.
The buyer and the seller determine the allocation of overall reduced
costs, which is determined by the bargaining power of both parties to
the contract, and the seller generates a random number α. Based on
the foundation of OT, the calculation framework of privacy
preserving quantity discounts design is given in Figure 2.

5.2.4 Protocol steps
Step 1 The buyer and the seller use privacy-preserving optimal joint-
ordering quantity protocols, and the seller obtain Qj.
Step 2 The buyer and the seller determine the allocation of overall
reduced costs, which is determined by the bargaining power of both
parties to the contract, and the seller generates a random number α.
Step 3 The buyer independently computes vector
X � (w1

max, w1
max − w, 1

Q*, Q*, 1), and the seller independently
computes vector Y � (1,−α,−α × Ss,−α × hs

2D, α × (Ss
Q′ + hsQ′

2D )).
Step 4 The buyer and the seller using secure two-party real product
protocol (Supplementary Appendix S2), the buyer obtains
u � X × YT + v, and the seller obtains v, where the letter T
stands for ‘transpose’.

5.2.5 Analysis of protocol
• Information disclosure:

Protocol 5.1 guarantees security in the first step. The
independent computation in the 2nd and 3rd steps is secure.
Secure two-party real product protocol (Supplementary Appendix
S2) guarantees security in the fourth step.

• Computational complexity:

The protocol uses secure two-party add-product protocol
(Supplementary Appendix S3) twice and Secure two-party real
product protocol (Supplementary Appendix S2) once.

• Communication complexity:

The protocol requires communication between the buyer and
the seller only; both sides of the calculation know the value of w1.
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6 Numerical simulation

In this section, we carry out a numerical simulation on joint
ordering, joint ordering for privacy protection, and quantity
discount for privacy protection.

6.1 Numerical simulation of joint ordering
strategy

According to the previous conclusions, the annual costs of the
buyer and the seller under independent decision-making and joint
decision-making should be numerically simulated and then
compared. The details are as follows.

6.1.1 Steps
First, assume the target stock-out probability p(k) determined

by the buyer is 0.1 (0.1 is randomly selected, and other values are also
acceptable).

Second, as G(k) represents the distribution function of standard
normal variables, query standard normal distribution function table,
and k � 1.28, and G(k) � 0.048 can be obtained. Other parameters
of the buyer and the seller, such as D, Sb, hb, Bb, etc., are listed in
Table 2. Assume that the cost allocation mechanism negotiated by
the buyer and the seller is α � 0.4.

Third, no price discount is considered in Table 3. The results
from the model based on quantity coordination are shown in
Table 4. A negative cost for the seller means that it is his profit.

6.1.2 Results
Comparing the seller’s pricing and the buyer’s order under the

above two conditions reveals that when adopting the quantity
coordination strategy, the buyer’s order quantity increases
significantly, and the costs of both parties are reduced. These two

benefits greatly reduce the costs of both buyers and sellers, and the
supply chain achieves efficient operations and a win-win outcome.

Then, adjust the value of α to observe the cost change of the
supply chain system, and the results are listed in Table 5. From
Table 5, it can be inferred that the strength of negotiation between
buyers and sellers determines the flow of overall profit savings in the
supply chain, but the total cost savings are fixed.

Furthermore, from Table 5, we extract the cost saving ratio of all
parties in the supply chain system and plot it in the coordinate
system, as shown in Figure 3.

In Figure 3, the abscissa α represents the proportion obtained by
the buyer when allocate the cost saved through coordination
between the buyer and the seller; and the vertical coordinate
represents the proportion of cost savings (%). The blue bar chart
represents the buyer, the red bar chart represents the seller, and the
black bar chart represents the overall supply chain. For the seller, a
negative cost means that it is his profit.

When the buyer makes an independent decision, the optimal
ordering strategy of individual cost is adopted. The ordering
quantity is 243, the purchase price is 50, the cost is 160,364, the
ordering cost of the seller is −89,673, and the total supply chain cost
is 70,690. When the buyer and the seller use privacy-preserving
joint-ordering policy protocols, the order quantity is 423, and the
buyer gets 40% of the cost saved by the supply chain. The order price
is 49.26, the buyer’s cost is 159,292.5, the seller’s cost is −91,282.02,

FIGURE 2
Flowchart of privacy preserving quantity discounts design.

TABLE 2 Numerical value of simulation parameters.

Parameter D Sb hb Bb K δ w Ss hs C

The buyer 3,000 200 30 60 1.28 80 50

The seller 900 10 16
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TABLE 3 Basic model without price discount.

Q w wmin wmax Cost Cost savings Proportion of savings %

The buyer 243.1 50 50 50 160364.5 ---- ----

The seller −89677.29 ---- ----

Joint cost 70687.22 ----

TABLE 4 The improved model of quantity coordination.

Q w wmin wmax Cost Cost savings Proportion of savings %

The buyer 423 49.26 48.72 49.62 159293.8 1,070.74 0.6

The seller −91283.41 1,606.12 −1.76

Joint cost 68010.34 2,676.87 3.79

TABLE 5 Cost change under different α (wmin � 48.72, wmax � 49.62).

α w The buyer
cost

Cost
savings

Proportion of
savings %

The seller
cost

Cost
savings

Proportion of
savings %

Joint cost
savings

0.01 49.61 160337.7 26.77 0.02 −92327.39 2,650.10 −2.96 2,676.87

0.3 49.35 159561.4 803.06 0.50 −91551 1873.81 −2.09 2,676.87

0.4 49.26 159292.5 1,072 0.6 −91282.02 1,608.11 −1.76 2,676.87

0.5 49.17 159026.1 1,338.43 0.83 −91015.73 1,338.43 −1.49 2,676.87

0.6 49.08 158758.4 1,606.12 1.00 −90748.04 1,070.75 −1.19 2,676.87

0.7 48.99 158490.7 1873.81 1.17 −90480.35 803.06 −0.89 2,676.87

0.8 48.90 158223 2,141.50 1.34 −90212.66 535.37 −0.59 2,676.87

0.99 48.73 157714.4 2,650.10 1.65 −89704.06 26.77 −0.03 2,676.87

FIGURE 3
Cost saving ratio of all parties in the supply chain system.
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and the total supply chain cost is 68,010.48. Through collaborative
ordering, the buyer’s cost, the seller’s cost, and the total supply
chain’s cost all decrease.

Figure 3 shows the comparative analysis of the cost savings ratio
between buyers and sellers under different profit distribution ratios. As can
be seen fromFigure 3, the total cost savings arefixed; the larger the α is, the
more cost savings in the supply chain will flow to buyers; the smaller the α
is, the more the cost savings in the supply chain flow to selling.

6.2 Numerical simulation of joint ordering
for privacy protection

Taking the data in Table 2 as an example, the following
calculates the privacy-preserving joint-ordering policy protocols.

6.2.1 Steps
Step 1 The buyer uses Bb, δ, G(k) and private information Sb to
independently compute private information
S*b � 2D × (Sb + BbδG(k)), and H*

b � hb. The seller uses D and
private information Ss, hs to independently compute private
information S*s � 2D × Ss, H*

s � hs. The buyer holds two values
(1772832, 30), and the seller holds two values (5400000, 10).
Step 2 The buyer generatesU1 (random number 1024), and the seller
generates U2 (random number 2560). The buyer holds two values
(S*b � 2D × (Sb + BbδG(k)), H*

b � hb), and the seller holds two
values (S*s � 2D × Ss,H*

s � hs). The seller uses Secure two-party
add-product protocol (Supplementary Appendix S3), and the
calculation steps and principles are reported in Supplementary
Appendix S3. The buyer obtains d1 (10675782451.2), and the
seller obtains d2 (15031647436.8), where

d1 + d2 � U1 + U2( ) Sb + BbδG k( ) + Ss( ) × 2D � 2507429888.

Step 3 The buyer and the seller use secure two-party add-product
protocol (Supplementary Appendix S3), and the calculation steps
and principles and principles are reported in Supplementary
Appendix S3. The buyer obtains n1 (86016), and the seller
obtains n2 (57344), where

n1 + n2 � 86016 + 57344 � U1 + U2( ) hb + hs( ) � 143360.

Step 4 The buyer sends n1 to the seller, the seller computes
n � n1 + n2 � 143360, and the seller sends n to the buyer.
Step 5 The buyer and the seller independently compute
s1 � d1

n � 74468.35, and s2 � d2
n � 104852.5, and s1, s2 obey the

equation:

s1 + s2 � d1 + d2

n1 + n2
� 179320.9

� U1 + U2( ) Sb + BbδG k( ) + Ss( ) × 2D
U1 + U2( ) hb + hs( ) � 179320.9

so, we can obtain Qj � ��������
179320.9

√
.

6.2.2 Analysis
• Information disclosure:

The security in the second and third step is guaranteed by secure
two-party add-product protocol (Supplementary Appendix S3). The

independent computation in the 5th step is private. Then, the
security of computation in the 4th step is discussed.

The buyer and the seller know the Equations 20, 21, for the buyer
(the seller), there are 5 unknown reals:d2, U2, n2, hs, Ss (d1, U1, n1,
hb, Sb + BbδG(k). Neither party can know the secret input of another
participant.

• Computational complexity:

The protocol used two times secure two-party add-product
protocol (Supplementary Appendix S3).

• Communication complexity:

The protocol only requires communication between the buyer
and the seller; both sides know the value of Qj.

6.3 Numerical simulation of quantity
discount for privacy protection

The following calculates the privacy-preserving quantity discount.

6.3.1 Steps
Step 1 The buyer and the seller use privacy-preserving joint-ordering
policy protocols, and the buyer and the seller obtain Qj ���������
179320.9

√ � 423.
Step 2 The buyer and the seller determine the allocation of overall
reduced costs, and the seller generates a random number α � 0.4.
Step 3 The buyer independently computes vector:

X � w1
max, w1

max − w,
1
Q*

, Q*, 1( ) � 49.62,−0.38, 0.0041, 243, 1( )

where
w1

max � w − hb(Q′−Q*)
2 + [Sb + BbδG(k)](D

Q′ − D
Q*){ } ÷ D � 49.62

The seller independently computes vector:

Y � 1|,−α,−α × Ss,−α ×
hs
2D

, α ×
Ss
Q′ +

hsQ′
2D

( )(
� 1,−0.4,−360,−0.00067, 1.333( ))

where w1
min � w − [Ss(D

Q* − D
Q′) − hs(Q′−Q*)

2 ] ÷ D � 48.72
Step 4 The buyer and the seller use secure two-party real product
protocol (Supplementary Appendix 2), and the calculation steps and
principles are presented in Supplementary Appendix S4, The buyer
obtains u � X × YT + v � 49.26 + 10.34 � 59.60, and the seller
obtains v(10.34), where the letter T stands for ‘transpose’.

6.3.2 Analysis
• Information disclosure:

Secure two-party real product protocol guarantees security in
the first step. The independent computation in the 2nd and 3rd steps
is secure. Secure two-party real product protocol (Supplementary
Appendix S2) guarantees security in the fourth step.

• Computational complexity:
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The protocol uses secure two-party add-product protocol
(Supplementary Appendix S3) twice and Secure two-party real
product protocol (Supplementary Appendix S2) once.

• Communication complexity:

The protocol requires communication between the retailer and
the seller only; both sides of the calculation know the value of w1.

6.4 Global analysis

In brief, there is no information sharing, that is, when the buyer
makes independent decisions, he can not get a discount subsidy, and
the order cost is very high at this time; under the perfect information
sharing, the use of collaborative ordering can reduce various costs;
however, due to fear of private information leakage, perfect
information sharing cannot be carried out in reality.
Collaborative ordering under perfect information sharing through
SMC was realized, and all costs of the supply chain system were
reduced, which was further verified by the numerical simulation.

7 Conclusion and discussion

In this paper, we assume that themarket demand is random, and the
seller and the buyer share information and make decisions together like
two departments of the same company. We analyze the optimal joint
order quantity under probabilistic demand, and design the quantity
discount model and profit distribution mechanism. Under a certain
quantity discount mechanism and profit distribution strategy, both the
seller and the buyer can reduce costs. The quantity discount model and
profit distributionmechanism designed require supply chainmembers to
share information. In order to protect the privacy of members and
improve the willingness of supply chain members to share information,
we designed a privacy protection joint ordering policy protocol and
privacy protection quantity discount policy based on SMC technology.
Then, the joint ordering strategy, the privacy-preserving joint ordering
strategy and the quantity discount protocol are numerically simulated.
The numerical simulation results show that the privacy-preserving
quantity discount coordination mechanism designed by us can reduce
the cost of supply chain members to varying degrees and effectively
protect the shared information of supply chain members.

Our research is based on the classic one buyer and one seller supply
chain system, and the proposed joint ordering strategy and quantity
discount design with privacy protection have a certain practical
significance, which is helpful to the research of cost optimization of
the system in complex supply chain systems. But there are several
limitations. First, the shared information discussed in this paper is all
quantitative information. There are still a lot of qualitative information to
be shared in supply chain collaborative optimization. Whether supply
chain collaborative optimization can make cooperative decisions under
the protection of qualitative information deserves further study. Second,
enterprises participating in collaborative optimization of supply chain
under the protection of private information share their own information,
but different private information shared by enterprises will bring different
benefits to collaborative optimization. The rational distribution
mechanism should be to distribute the value of collaborative

optimization reasonably according to private information. Therefore,
how to distribute the additional benefits of collaborative optimization
reasonably according to the utility of information is the direction that
needs further research. Third, there are more buyers or multitier supply
chain structures in reality, under these complex circumstances, the joint
ordering strategy with privacy protection and quantity discount scheme
need to be designed and solved urgently.
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